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“Who will hold the Golden Pen”

LET THE PEN SPEAK

TOP 5

#1
• TITLE OF ART : The LEGEND OF

AYANDA
• FULL NAME OF ARTIST : Ekpo Daniel
Chibundu
• NATIONALITY: Nigeria
• CURRENT LOCATION : Lagos
• INSTAGRAM HANDLE: @danielinniel

fl

fi

The story isn't all About the ORISHAS of
the Yoruba kingdom, nor stories of a
cursed land lled with night
creatures ,love and con ict. This is a
story of the journey and trials of a boy
called Ayanda "the chosen creation"
blessed by the gods to save the land
form destruction.

#2
• TITLE: KIANDA
• FULL NAME: Moisés Cerveira Gomes
•
•
•

Júnior
NATIONALITY: Angolan
LOCATION: Angola
INSTAGRAM: @moisesjunior_mj_

Kianda, the Mermaid Banto de Angola is
a supernatural being who presides over
the Empire of Seas and Rivers,
Mountains and Forests. More generally,
Kianda is a divinity endowed with
supernatural powers that can do as
much as well as evil. She inspires fear
and danger but also raises love. Each
aquatic half, each water stroke, each
pond has a Kianda that takes the name
of the river or the lake where it stays.
But there is Kianda, who is the mermaid
of the mermaids, the queen of all of
them. It is the most powerful, the most
beloved, venerated and feared of all.

#3
• TITLE: Penalty Of Beauty
• NAME: Precious Emeka Anih
• NATIONALITY: Nigerian
• LOCATION: Lagos
• INSTAGRAM: @ZESTY22
HAVE YOU HEARD THE STORY OF ADET. SHE'S THE
BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER OF TORTOISE, THE WISEST
ANIMAL IN ALL OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM. NOW A
GREAT KING RULED THIS KINGDOM. THIS KING GAVE
TO HIS SON EKPENYONG 50 VIRGINS TO MARRY,
NONE OF WHOM THE YOUNG PRINCE LIKED. THIS
OUTRAGED THE KING AND IN HIS ANGER HE MADE A
DEGREE THAT ANYONE BEAUTIFUL ENOUGH TO
MAKE THE PRINCE FALL IN LOVE WILL BE PUT TO
DEATH, TOGETHER WITH HER FAMILY. IT WAS AT
SUCH TIME THAT THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CHILD EVER
WAS BORN TO TORTOISE AND HIS FAMILY. LOVE AND
FEAR MADE HIM HIDE HIS CHILD FROM THE SOCIETY
IN THE SAFETY OF THE FOREST.
BUT SAFETY WASN'T FOR LONG AS THE PRINCE SAW
HER ONE DAY AND FELL IN LOVE. OF COURSE THIS
WAS MADE KNOWN TO THE KING AND HIS ANGER
WAS KINDLED AGAINST TORTOISE AND HIS HOME.
ON THE DAY OF THE EXECUTION, ADET WAS
BROUGHT BEFORE THE KING. HER BEAUTY AND
FORM WAS ENCHANTINGLY POWERFUL THAT THE
GREAT KING'S ANGER WAS QUENCHED. THE DEATH
DEGREE WAS CHANGED TO THAT OF GREAT
FEASTING AND MERRY.
BEAUTY BROKE THE CHAINS OF ANGUISH AND FEAR.
NOW THE KINGDOM CAN LIVE HAPPILY FOREVER.

#4
TITLE OF ART: THE KING MAGIC DRUM
FULL NAME OF ARTIST: ORIWOH USIFOH
ESENE
NATIONALITY: NIGERIAN
CURRENT LOCATION: NIGERIA
INSTAGRAM HANDLE: @UORIWOH

fi

The king’s magic drum is a story about an
ancient Calabar king who possessed a magic
drum. Every time the drum was beaten, plenty
of food would appear. This was used to turn
wars into festivities and thereby maintain
peace for all. But if the owner of the drum
walked over any stick or fallen tree, the food
would Immediately go bad and three hundred
egbo men would appear with sticks and beat
the owner of the drum alongside any invited
guest. An envious tortoise hatched a scheme
to acquire the king’s drum and used it to his
advantage but he eventually broke the ju-ju.
This made him return it to the king and
request something else to sustain him and his
family. He was granted a magic foo-foo tree
which also had speci c conditions attached.
His son broke the ju-ju and all tortoises have
been cursed to live in a certain place since.

#5
•
•
•
•
•

TITLE: Six to Six
FULL NAME: Kudakwashe Rwizi
NATIONALITY: Zimbabwean
CURRENT LOCATION: Harare,
Zimbabwe
INSTAGRAM: @kayrwizi

Growing up, we scared each other with
the tale of Nyami Nyami. Vengeful river
spirit to some, benevolent river god to
others, and giant aquatic serpent to all!
It is said that Nyami Nyami was so long
that it would cross the Zambezi river
from 6pm to 6am . "Six to Six"we
nicknamed it.

fi

When it nally emerged from the deep
waters of myth, piercing into reality's
sky, we realised the biggest error in our
tall tale: "Six to Six" was too modest.

6th - 10th

#8
TITLE: A Communal Sacri ce to the Lake
FULL NAME: Kahenya Kangethe
NATIONALITY: Kenyan
LOCATION: Leeds, UK
Stranger in my father's homestead, do you
say I perish?
Man in the village, do you say I perish?
Young man of the village, do you say I
perish?
Young women of the village, do you say I
perish?
Even my own uncle, you say I perish?
Rain come down, come bless the people
and I perish."
After reading about this Kikuyu folktale
collected by Rose Mwangi, I had to do
some story beat shots from it.

fi
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Here you see the moment the girl realises
the magnitude of her sacri ce, moments
before she is dragged down to the depths
of the lake in the name of rain

#5
TITLE: Master Of Stories
NAME: Louis Adome
NATIONALITY: Kenyan
CURRENT LOCATION: Nairobi, Kenya
INSTAGRAM: @artofadome
It is said that the day you no longer know
where you’re going, just remember where
you came from. Without Griots, the
names of kings would be forgotten, they
are the memory of humankind. By the
spoken word, they give life to the lore,
facts and actions of kings in front of the
young generation.

#15
• TITLE: Deliverance
• FULL NAME: Edward Waihenya
•
•
•

Kamau
NATIONALITY: Kenyan
LOCATION: Nairobi
INSTAGRAM: @lebakakni

The ogre in the story represents the
antithesis of what it means to take care
of mothers and newborns according to
our culture. In the story. The woman's
husband (a blacksmith) is away at work
when she gives birth. Unbeknownst to
her husband, an ogre had taken root in
their home and was mistreating his wife.

fi

The story ends when the husband
returns to confront the ogre and free his
wife. He stealthily hid on the rewood
rack (itara) and speared the ogre to
death while it was taunting his wife,
thereby rescuing her from the claws of
mistreatment

#6
• TITLE: Together Tomorrow
• FULL NAME: Dadirai Mushayandebvu
• NATIONALITY: Motswana
• LOCATION: Jwaneng, Botswana
Lentswe La Baratani (The Hill of Lovers) is
one of Botswana's tallest and most sacred
hills. Legend tells of two lovers who longed
to be together but could not wed due to
their warring families. Distraught the couple
went to the peak of Otse Hill and chose to
hopefully meet each other in a di erent life.

ff

The hill is said to be haunted by the spirits
of the lovers who, in some accounts,
protect relationships, in others it is said
they call to couples to help them join in
their "peace". The Hill of Lovers is a tourist
site but most Batswana give it a wide berth
and even refrain from pointing directly at
the hill.

fi

#11
• TITLE NAME OF ART: Tchikumbi
• FULL NAME OF ARTIST : Mavie
Tchivendais Stony
• NATIONALITY : Congolese
• CURRENT LOCATION :
Foutisoungou, Pointe-Noire
• INSTAGRAM: @stonymavie

The Tchikumbi: The entry of young
girls into the marriageable age ... Rite
of initiation. The "tchikumbi" "is an
initiation rite. It allows the young girl
to enter fully into the marriageable
age.
They are taught dance but also
housework, basketry, knowledge of
myths relating to life of man
and especially respect for the
innumerable prohibitions called in
ote “Tchina".

Contesting top 20

#13
• TITLE: The maiden married to a
skull
FULL NAME: AKAEZE LOUIS/
XELSUS STUDIOS
• NATIONALITY: NIGERIAN
• LOCATION: LAGOS, NIGERIA
• INSTAGRAM: @xelsus_studio

fi
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This tale narrates the story of a
maiden who was so pretty she had
suitor from around the world.
Unfortunately, she was very picky
and was never satis ed with any of
the o ers. A demon from the spirit
world in the form of a skull , fell in
love with her and was determined
to marry her.

#16
• TITLE: Nyaminyami
• FULL NAME: Roxane Lapa
• NATIONALITY: South African
• CURRENT LOCATION: South Africa

fi

fl

Nyaminyami is a mythological serpent
from my country of birth (Zimbabwe),
which is said to live in Lake Kariba. He is
said to have a snake body and sh head.
and is always portrayed in curios as coiled
with large fangs. Alleged eye witnesses
say the water ows unnaturally whenever
he appears, hence the whirlpool.

#17
•
•
•
•
•

TITLE: TOKOLOSHE
ARTIST NAME: Osikabor Emmanuel
NATIONALITY: Nigeria
LOCATION: Lagos, Nigeria.
INSTAGRAM: @art_of_osil

In a South African township. The Tokoloshe
resembles a devilish spawn looking
creature. Summoned by wicked people to
unleash their evil deeds upon their enemies.
Once summoned, The Tokoloshe is capable
of a wide range of evil deeds, creeping out
of the closets of scared kids and causing all
forms of sickness and even DEATH!

#7
• TITLE NAME OF ART: THE MOKELE-MBEMBE
• FULL NAME OF ARTISTS: EKANGA DOLENGA
Gess Marcel
• NATIONALITY: Congolese
• CURRENT LOCATION: Brazzaville
• INSTAGRAM: @iron_elikya

fl

When I was a child, my grandmother told me stories
about a big monster that sprang up from water to eat
the children who were not good , this monster was
so huge that the pygmies of the region named it
MOKELE-MBEMBE which means "the one who can
stop the ow of river"
He lived around the Congo river and it's tributaries
which serves as the natural border between the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Republic of the
Congo and Angola
No one could exactly described MOKELE-MBEMBE,
told me my grandmother, because no boatman who
had met his gaze had been able to survive, only
those who saw his silhouette navigating on the river
and its tributaries has given an approximate
description of the beast
Some said it was shaped like a dinosaur covered in
scales, other claimed it was a dragon with horns
Even today the mystery remains about its
morphology and even its existence.

#14
• TITLE: Why the sky is far away
• FULL NAME: Juani Scholtz
• NATIONALITY: South African
• LOCATION: Pretoria, Gauteng
• INSTAGRAM: mind.the._.gap
This beautiful Nigerian folktale is story
about how the sky was once so close to
the earth that people were able to take
parts of it to eat. When the people got
greedy and wasteful, the sky moved far
away which is why people today must
grow and harvest their own food.

#3
• TITLE OF ART: NILE CREATURE
(SAHHAR)
• FULL NAME OF ARTIST:
Albokhari Mohamedtahir Bashir
• NATIONALITY: Sudanese
• CURRENT LOCATION: Sudan
• INSTAGRAM:
@BOKHARI_MOHMED

Sahhar or (Sahhahir in Arabic
 )سحاحيرa man like creature lives
inside the nile river. Despite his
human appearance its easy to
distinguish him by his tail and his
distaste for milk ( stories about this
creature is to trick him to drink milk
and expose him since he always
hides the tail)

#12
• TITLE: Whisper
• FULL NAME: Mugisa

Aliguma
• NATIONALITY: UGANDAN
• LOCATION: Kampala,
Uganda
• INSTAGRAM: Chaos_Ali
While i was growing up, we were
told stories about trees and
forests and one that really heard
my attention was the forest that
would make people disappear.
When we were children back in
my home village we were told not
to make noise or move around at
night because 'they' would come
for us and this made us grow up
fearing forests at night.
In a sense this made us aware of
the dangers that lurk in the night.
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